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Marc Spelmann
Mind reader and magician aka ‘X’, BGT runner up
2019
Available For:

• Live Performances

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

About
Known professionally as just ’Spelmann’, Marc Spelmann describes himself a 'Mystery Artist', as he combines the
secrets and principles of a magician, the influence and deductive techniques of a mind reader, and the showmanship
of a grand illusionist to create truly astonishing demonstrations of the improbable and impossible.
Spelmann caused a global viral sensation when he auditioned for Britain's Got Talent in 2018. His performance has
been watched over 100 million times and received a standing ovation at the prestigious London Palladium from the
entire theatre audience and celebrity judges.
Marc then created further shock value the following year — and a Britain’s Got Talent first — when he once again
took part in the competition and reached the grand finale, as mystery mind reader known only as ‘X’.
Having stormed his way through the audition and live semi-final rounds under a veil of anonymity, to earn a rightful
place in the final, at the end of his jaw-dropping performance Marc, as ‘X’, played a video that revealed a running
theme from the previous year’s show into the current series, before removing his mask to reveal himself.
From the intimacy of a drinks reception or private dinner party, to the most elaborate event or largest theatre,
Marc Spelmann's range of performances will amaze, entertain and completely astonish you and your guests.
Whether you're an individual wanting to wow your guests at an intimate soirée, or a corporation seeking that
perfect after dinner entertainment, Spelmann's unique performances will be sure to astonish the most cynical of
minds.
Spelmann's performances can be tailored to many different environments. There are only three main questions to
consider when booking him: will your guests be able to see him, hear him and engage with him? Performances are
suitable for virtually all types of events both large or small. The recipe is simple, choose a date, find a location,
invite guests, add Spelmann and mix thoroughly.

Performance
Close Up / Mix & Mingle Magic
For a more intimate, personal performance that's ideal for a drinks reception or private party, Spelmann is able to
perform close up and amongst your guests. He will blend in seamlessly with those gathered around him as he
astonishes them with some of the most mind-boggling impossibilities they will ever see. Spelmann has performed
in this way for over 20 years.
Please Note: Spelmann does not perform from table to table for large events but is much better suited to the drinks
reception and / or after dinner on stage.
After Dinner Cabaret / Parlour Performance
Spelmann can be either standing or seated with your guests for a 'Parlour' or 'Cabaret' performance. This is a style
of performance which dates back to the Victorian era, at a time where guests would often be treated to an
entertaining after dinner show. A performance like this is ideal for smaller events where you would like something
exclusive and bespoke. Think of it as an intimate theatre performance lasting up to 30 minutes for the entire room.
Guest Speaker / Stage Performances

Spelmann's stage shows and guest speaker appearances are a more elaborate performance option - much like you
would see in a theatre - and are aimed at larger events that often utilise a stage and sound system. The
performance times are tailored to the client but are usually up to 30 minutes in duration. The show is compelling
and always astonishing with charm, humour and expertise.
The audience are never mere observers - they are much more integral to his performances, which means that what
you will witness will always be unique. Spelmann offers an additional bespoke finale tailored to each and every
event when requested. Speak with your NMP Live Booking agent for further details.
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Marc was fabulous and an absolute hit
with our colleagues. His set was slick,
engaging and really clever. I thoroughly
enjoyed every minute of it and also
really enjoyed watching everyone’s
faces – they really were blown away. In
addition to his amazing set he was also
really lovely to work with – a true
gentleman and stayed on after his set to
sign autographs and have photos with
people. He really is a star!

Incredible!
Geri Halliwell.

Katie Williams - Marshall Motor Group
Ltd





Fantastic!

Bloody Weirdo!
Eric Clapton.

Alan Carr.





Astonishing!

Unbelievable!
Sir Richard Branson.

Simon Cowell.

TAGS FOR MARC SPELMANN

Mind Reading

Stage Magic
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Close up Magic

Britains Got Talent

